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Discover Profitable Niches With Little Ad Competiton... Fast! As a busy marketer, it can be really hard

trying to monitor multiple websites everyday. And sometimes, when a change occurs (such as a 404

error), you might be unaware until some good, friendly soul informs you about it. So, you decide to check

up on your sites on a daily basis. Well, youd have to click them open one by one, make the necessary

changes, and check them every once in a while. Now, what happens when you have 50 sites? Thats not

all. One of the crucial parts of owning an online business is to remain competitive in your niche. And in

order to do that, youll have to check up on your competitors every once and then, note the changes that

they have made in their blogs or webpages, and act accordingly. Now, as a marketer, you cannot afford

to waste hours upon hours trying to open 3-4 windows monitoring your sites and a couple more windows

monitoring your competitors webpages just to see when they have updated with something new! Youll

need those precious hours and time to focus on your other marketing endeavors! But heres the good

news: We have created a software that makes tracking your webpages and your competitors webpages

simple and straightforward. Introducing Monitor Buzz... Monitor Buzz is an easy to use and effective
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desktop application that you can use to track changes in multiple sites being your own as well as your

competitors! It will free your hands in having to constantly look up changes in your competitors blogs and

webpages. Heres A Sneak Peek At What It Can Do: Easy to use interface lets you add tons of webpages

to be monitored at one short! Remain competitive in your niche and be updated with your competitors

latest developments at his/her site on a regular basis! Set your desired checking schedule so this

software can alert you in minutes, hours or days of any changes in the sites. No need for multiple

windows to track your sites or competitor sites ANY webpage can be monitored for changes. (You can

monitor your Twitter page or be updated with changes in other peoples Twitter profile page!)
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